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Summary

Oxford Archaeology (OA) have been commissioned by the University of Gloucesteshire

to carry out an archaeological desk-based and heritage assessment for the proposed

Plock Court and Oxstalls Campus development to the north east of Gloucester, 

The proposed development will have no impact on the historic landscape character of

the  Site,  which  has  already  been  compromised  by  its  current  use,  nor  on  the

surrounding area which has been changed by the construction of post-war housing. It

appears  that  three  hedgerows  may  come  under  the  protection  of  the  Hedgerow

Regulations and a Hedgerow Removal Notice will have to be drawn up for submission.

A possible plough bank will  be also affected, of local significance. There will  be no

impact on the setting of any Listed Buildings or Conservation Areas within the Study

Area, as there is no intervisibility between them and the Site.

From the  evidence  available  this  desk-based  assessment  has  demonstrated  that  the

areas on the gravel terrace generally have a high potential to contain archaeological

remains from the Late Iron Age and Roman periods. The potential for early prehistoric

remains  is  lower,  although  the  gravel  terrace  edge  was  often favoured during this

period  as  being  rich  in  a  diverse  range  of  resources.   Geological,  cartographic,

excavation and topographic evidence all suggest that the alluvial floodplain was used

mainly  for pasture during the medieval and post-medieval periods,  with  the slightly

higher gravel terrace used for arable in the form of ridge and furrow. Some quarrying

has also been identified.

However,  despite the general high archaeological potential of the area, most  of the

areas  of  proposed  development  either  lie  close  to  areas  which  have  previously

undergone small-scale archaeological evaluation which revealed low archaeological

potential  or  on the alluvium which  also  has a  lower  potential.    For  example,  the

Business school car park and proposed sports facilities at Oxstalls  Sports  Park and

Plock Court Playing Fields whilst they lie on the gravel terraces, evaluations close by

have only revealed medieval ridge and furrow. The proposed Business School will be

constructed on the alluvial floodplain, and impacts are likely to exceed the depth of the

alluvium in  this  area.   Such impacts may affect  palaeo-environmental  remains and

waterlogged artefacts  within  the alluvium or the fills  of any palaeo-channels in this

area or evidence of earlier prehistoric deposits below the alluvium, but the likelihood of

such remains being present is low. Proposed development on the alluvial floodplain

also includes the development of the community park which is likely to only affect the

upper layers of the alluvium.

The development of the new student accommodation buildings, will take place on the

gravel terrace at the junction of the two geologies and given no archaeological works

have  been  undertaken  in  this  area,  the  potential  may  be  higher  for  pre-medieval

archaeology to be present here. 

However, without further evaluation works the potential can not be accurately predicted

and it is suggested that further evaluation will be required to test the potential suggested

here and allow an effective mitigation strategy to be developed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Oxford  Archaeology  (OA)  have  been  commissioned  by  the  University  of

Gloucestershire to carry out an archaeological desk-based and heritage assessment for

the proposed Oxstalls Sports Park and Oxstalls Campus development to the north east

of Gloucester, henceforth known as the ‘Site’.  The Site is centred on 384205 220094

and its location is shown on Figure 1.  

1.1.2 The aim of this report is to: 

provide an assessment of the archaeological potential of the Site;

assess  the likely impacts  of  previous development  on the survival  of any

heritage assets, including impacts on setting; 

assess  the  potential  for  proposed  impacts  to  affect  the  surviving

archaeological and heritage resource;

assess the significance of the heritage assets to be affected by the proposed

development;

discuss  any  further  work  that  may  be  needed  to  further  evaluate  and/or

mitigate the proposals. 

1.1.3 For the purposes of this report a variety of heritage sources, including the results of

previous archaeological investigations, were consulted for a buffer of 0.5 km from the

boundary of the Site (the Study Area).  

2 LOCATION, GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY

2.1.1 The Site is located within the northern city boundary of Gloucester.  It is within the

current parish of Gloucester St Mark, created in 1846 from Gloucester St Catherine

ancient parish, Gloucester St John ancient parish and Gloucester St Amry de Lode

ancient parish (http://maps.familysearch.org/#layer).

2.1.2 The site lies partly in the comparatively flat alluvial floodplain of the Wotton Brook,

a tributary of the River Severn and partly on the gravel terrace and is  c 43.24ha in

area. There is a gentle slope to the land, with the southern end of the site lying at

approximately 18m AOD, and the north-west corner lying just below 10m AOD. 

2.1.3 The northern part of the Site is partially bounded by the Wotton Brook, which also

runs through its  southern part.   A band of alluvium is associated with this Brook

(plotted on Figure 8 from the 1: 50,000 BGS mapping). Either side of the alluvium

are  bands  of  Cheltenham  Sand  and  Gravel  deposits.  The  alluvium  has  been

investigated in the south of the Site where it was found to extend between 1.1m-

3.05m bgl (OA 12).  Alluvium was seen from these investigations to spread to the

east of the area defined by the BGS as alluvial and may suggest that the alluvium is

more  extensive  than  previously  defined

(http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html). Soft fibrous peats were found

within the alluvuial sequence in one of the boreholes close to the brook. The alluvium

was not dated although, given that flooding still occurs, its deposition is likely to be

ongoing.  The underlying bedrock is Blue Lias Formation and Charmouth Mudstone

Formation (http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html).
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2.1.4 During the walkover survey the majority of the Site was covered by close cut grass

sward, with an area of rougher, wetter grassland in the north-west.  Neither the strip

of allotments  in the south of the Site,  nor the area of the school in the east  was

accessed.  It  is  unlikely  that  any  remaining  historic  landscape/upstanding

archaeological features would have survived in the area of allotments, and views over

the hedge to the school did not reveal any obvious heritage features. The playing

fields between the Wotton Brook and the footpath running through the central area do

not appear to have been affected by extensive landscaping. The detailed results of the

walkover survey can be found in Section 5.3.

3 SOURCES CONSULTED

3.1.1 The Site is located on the periphery of Gloucester City, and as such the Study Area is

covered by both the Gloucestershire County Council Historic Environment Record

(HER) and the former Gloucester City HER. Both sets of data were acquired and the

Heritage  List,  held  by  Historic  England  was  also  consulted.  The  Gloucestershire

Record Office was visited to obtain historic maps, Historic England in Swindon was

visited to view aerial photographs of the Site and a site visit was undertaken on the

28th May 2015. A full list of sources consulted can be found in Appendix two.

3.1.2 Appendix One is a gazetteer of all heritage assets within the Study Area.  Each entry

has been allocated an OA number, added to the gazetteer, referred to in the text where

relevant and marked on Figures 2-4. Due to the large number of sites recorded in two

particular areas these have each been designated one number  and the descriptions

summarised under this one number (OA 1 and OA 2). 

3.1.3 Again, given the large number of sites in the Study Area only those with information

that may be relevant in terms of the insight they give to the archaeological potential

of the Site, have been enhanced within the gazetteer and/or mentioned in the text.   To

aid understanding of the recorded sites, they have been divided up into three figures;

one showing Designated sites and Conservation Areas (Figure 2); a second showing

all  archaeological  sites  (Figure  3);  and  a  third  just  showing  find  spots  and

archaeological interventions where no archaeological evidence was found (negative

interventions) (Figure 4). A detailed map of the Site has also been included showing

relevant details (Figure 8). 

4 PLANNING BACKGROUND

4.1.1 The scope of the planning application is as follows: 

4.1.2 “Outline planning application (with all matters reserved except for access) for the

erection  of  a  new  10,000sqm  business  school,  the  provision  of  new  student

accommodation (up to 200 beds) and the creation of additional car parking at the

University of Gloucestershire Oxstalls Campus, Oxstalls Lane and the Debenhams

Playing  Field,  Estcourt  Road.  Relocation  of  the  Estcourt  Park  allotments  to  the

Debenhams  Playing  Field,  creation  of  a  central  community  park  linking  the

University Campus with the Oxstalls Sports Park and Plock Court Playing Fields.

Provision of new sports facilities at Oxstalls Sports Park and Plock Court Playing

Fields,  including  on  land currently  occupied  by  the  Former  Bishops  College,  to

include - the provision of new multi use sports hall, 2 x 3G all weather sports pitches

with associated 500 seat spectator stand, floodlighting, replacement cricket pavilion

and additional parking; improved vehicular access at Oxstalls Lane, Plock Court and

Estcourt  Road,  new vehicular access  at  Estcourt  Close,  improved pedestrian and

cycling connections and associated highways, landscaping and ancillary works.”
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4.1.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF: issued March 2012) sets out the

Government's planning policies on the conservation of the historic environment.

4.1.4 Policies 12.128 and 12.129 state;

“128.   In  determining  applications,  local  planning  authorities  should  require  an

applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any

contribution made by their setting.  The level of detail should be proportionate to the

asset’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of

the proposal on their significance.  As a minimum the relevant historic environment

record  should  have  been  consulted  and  the  heritage  assets  assessed  using

appropriate  expertise  where  necessary.   Where  a  site  on  which  development  is

proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with archaeological

interest,  local  planning  authorities  should  require  developers  to  submit  an

appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.

129.   Local  planning  authorities  should  identify  and  assess  the  particular

significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by

development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available

evidence and any necessary expertise.  They should take this assessment into account

when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise

conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal.”

4.1.5 The Gloucester City Council  Revised Deposited Local Plan (2002) recognises the

guidelines laid out in NPPF (Policies BE31-BE38).  

4.1.6 Policies BE27, 31 and 34 state:

“27.   Where  enabling  development  is  proposed  affecting  a  …  heritage  asset,

permission  will  only  be  granted  ….the  enabling  development  will  not  materially

detract  from  the  archaeological,  architectural,  historic  landscape  or  biodiversity

interest of the asset.

31.   The  City  Council  will  seek  to  protect,  enhance  and  preserve  sites  of

archaeological interest and their settings.

34.  Where nationally important archaeological remains whether scheduled or not,

or  their  settings  are  affected  by  proposed  development,  there  will  be  a  general

presumption in favour of their physical preservation.”

4.1.7 The Hedgerow Regulations 1997 make  provision for  the protection of hedgerows

considered to be of landscape and/or historical and natural history importance. For the

purposes  of  Section  97  (hedgerows)  of  the  Environment  Act  1995  and  these

Regulations, a hedgerow is “important” if it:

(a) has existed for 30 years or more; and

(b) satisfies at least one of the criteria listed in Part II of Schedule 1.

4.1.8 The relevant  Part II of the schedule 1 criteria are that it: 

It marks a boundary between parishes existing before 1850;

It marks an archaeological feature of a site that is a scheduled monument or

noted on the Historic Environment Record; or

It marks the boundary of a pre-1600 estate or manor or a field system pre-

dating the Enclosure Acts.  

4.1.9 Before the removal of any hedgerow to which these Regulations apply, Gloucester

City Council must be notified.  If the planning authority considers the hedgerow to be

of some historic significance, it may serve a hedgerow retention notice to the effect

that the hedgerow should not be removed.
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5 HERITAGE BASELINE

5.1 Designated Sites

5.1.1 There are no Designated sites within the Site.  There are 17 Listed Buildings within

the  Study  Area.  All  but  one  of  these  are  associated  with  the  London  Road

Conservation Area in the south of the Study Area. These are listed in the gazetteer

and discussed in Section 5.8 where relevant. There are two Conservation Areas within

the Study Area, London Road as mentioned above, and Denmark Road also to the

south.  The nearest of these Designated sites is the church of St Catherine and railings

(OA 185) c 250 to the south-west. The nearest the London Road Conservation Area

extends towards the Site is c 200m to the south-west. 

5.2 Previous archaeological work 

5.2.1 There have been numerous investigations within the Study Area, mostly triggered by

the scale of Roman archaeology seen across the Study Area.  These investigations

have been listed in the gazetteer and the results of the ones most relevant to judging

the Site’s archaeological potential are discussed in the period summaries below.   For

clarities sake those interventions that have produced no evidence have been plotted on

Figure 4, all others are plotted in Figure 3.

5.2.2 Within the Site itself there have been a number of small-scale interventions:

OA 5 – evaluation in south west of the Site at Oxstalls Community School

which found 3  residual  sherds  of  Romano-British,  one medieval  sherd  of

pottery and evdience of ridge and furrow 

OA 12 – a series of geotechnical  pits identified alluvium with peat found in

one borehole closest to Wotton Brook. The alluvium was found to extend

between 1.1m and 3.05m blg (Carter Commercial Developments, 1992). 

OA 51 (and  OA 58)  –  an evaluation in  the  area of  the Oxstalls  existing

campus  -  the  12  trenches  revealed  evidence  for  ridge  and  furrow  and

quarrying (Cotswold Archaeology 1993)

OA 128 – in 1983 during the excavation of a pipeline during the construction

of the by-pass, alluvial deposits were seen and a number of finds were made

including a Roman coin.

OA 118 – a watching brief undertaken along the route of the Longford rising

main – found the Roman Road, a 19th century culvert  and an undated pit

along its length

[OA 154 –  showing negative evidence is likely to have been misplotted by

the HER given that its decsription puts it on Chelenham Road]

5.3 Results of the Walkover Survey

5.3.1 In the northern corner of the Site the land is more prone to flooding and is covered

with marshy vegetation. The two depressions/ponds (OA 211) seen in this area could

be part of the silted channel seen on the 1799 Enclosure map (Figure 5), of which the

sinuous north/south feature (OA 202) may also be a part.  Also in this area a slight

earthen bank (OA 201) probably represents the former field boundary seen on the

1799 map. Two further palaeo-channels can also be seen at OA 203, at least one of

which is likely to be associated with the previous course of the Wotton Brook which

crossed this area prior to the construction of the A40. 
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5.3.2 Against the western bank of the Wotton Brook at OA 204 there is a c 8m stretch of

stone block, unmortared, revetting, with some of the upper courses washed / fallen

into the stream channel below.  It is possible that given size of the stone, and the fact

that they are unmortared, they may date to the Roman or medieval period, and may

have been constructed to protect the site of a structure on the western bank.  It  is

possible  that  it  is  the  western  side  of  a  bridge  base,  and  that  the  corresponding

stonework on the eastern bank is covered by alluvium. However, it is equally possible

that it is a later feature, constructed in the post-medieval period. 

5.3.3 The western bank of the brook is bounded by a broad earth bund at OA 205 of uneven

and irregular size and width (but up to 1.6m in height and over c 10m long). The bund

may represent upcast  from deepening of the channel to address flooding issues. It

may also have been constructed to prevent flooding by embanking or to attempt to

keep flood water in the fields to act as a flood meadow. A corresponding earth bank

(OA 207) along the line of the footpath running north-south through the spine of the

Site is probably a ploughbank or headland, but may also have acted as a retaining

bank for an informal flood meadow (OA 207).

5.3.4 There is a slight suggestion of a platform at OA 206 where the bund on the western

bank of the brook kinks slightly to the east at a right angle. There is a probable early

20th century cricket pavilion in the south west of the Site, which may be of some

historical or architectural merit (OA 208).

5.3.5 It was also noted on the site walkover that a ceramic drain was visible draining into

the Wotton Brook at a depth of  c 1.6m, possibly, suggesting some ceramic under-

drainage over the site.

5.4 Prehistoric Period (500,000 BP - 43 AD)

5.4.1 Evidence  to date  suggests  that  prehistoric  settlement  tended to concentrate  in  the

Cotswolds, rather than in the Gloucester area, positioned as it was in a river valley

(Lobel  1969,  1).  The  archaeological  understanding  of  prehistoric  activity  in  the

Severn Valley has considerably expanded during the last 25 years, with a number of

new sites having been identified (Darvill, 2006, 17). In the later period the area is

thought to have been occupied by the Dobunni tribe. 

5.4.2 Within the Study Area there is a smattering of evidence from most of the prehistoric

epocs.   From the  earliest  periods  an  Acheulian  flint  hand  axe  (OA18)  has  been

discovered  c 550m to the east of the Site, what have been described as Palaeolithic

animal bones within OA 2 and two further flint axes of unspecified date have been

found 400m west of the Site (OA 57).  Finds of Neolithic and Bronze Age date have

been  found  un-associated  with  any  features  in  the  area  delineated  by  OA 1  and

Neolithic pits have been found c 400m to the north of the Site at Longford (OA 191,

Ken Welsh pers. comm.). 

5.4.3 There is more evidence for later prehistoric occupation of the area with perhaps the

most significant found c 400m to the north of the Site, just to the east of Longford

(OA  55  and  191).  Here  a  double  ditched,  square  enclosure  was  discovered,  a

forerunner of the Roman occupation of this area. This lay on slightly higher ground

overlooking an area of alluvium to the north associated with the Horsbere Brook.

The area delineated by OA 191 and that delineated as OA 55 were evaluated in 2014

by Wessex Archaeology (WA 2004). Whilst the field to the east (OA 55) revealed

very little significant archaeology, that to the west (OA 191) did and was excavated

by OA with the results as discussed above. The Site has yet to be written up and

information on the findings comes from the initial WA evaluation report, the HER

and from discussions with the OA Project Manager, Ken Welsh, who managed the

excavation.
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5.5 Romano-British Period (AD 43-410)

5.5.1 Kingsholm, to the south west of the Site, is thought to have been the location of an

initial auxiliary regiment, positioned to secure the Severn crossing, and it was only in

c 64 AD that the legionary fortress was established  on the site of the city itself which

was then itself  replaced by a  colonia for  retired veterans (Lobel 1969,  1-2).  It  is

known that areas of suburbs developed outside the fort, although these were mainly in

the west and south-west. The Site lies c 1.5km north of the walled Roman Town with

the Roman Road to Kingsholm/Droitwich forming its north-western boundary (OA

28) with the Roman Road to Cirencester (Ermine Street) running to the south and

south east of the Site (OA 27). 

5.5.2 There are two major areas of Roman archaeology within the Study Area, collectively

defined as OA 1 and 2.  Both areas lie  c 4-500m to the south of the Site and both

areas contain large burial grounds, which typically during this period were located

just outside the city defences and/or along the major roads.

5.5.3 In the area of OA 1 the large Roman burial ground is thought to have been made up

of c 2000 burials, many of which have been excavated over the last 100 years (OA 1).

Both  burials  and  cremations  have  been  found  along  with  high  status  artefacts,

evidence for family plots and evidence of use from the 1st to the 4th centuries.  Also in

this area features associated with the early occupation of the area were discovered in

the form of early Roman enclosure ditches, an early military ditch and the remains of

buildings dating from the 1st century within the cemetery. All alignments were either

parallel to, or at right angles to, Ermine Street, which runs through the area of OA 1.

Excavations in the area have also revealed evidence for Roman smelting, the north

side  of  outer  defences  of  the outer  Claudio-Neronian  fortress  and intercut  ovens.

Evidence  for  at  least  one  mausoleum  has  been  discovered  (OA  59).  The  main

occupation area was c 27 acres with extra-mural occupation on the north, south and

west sides (OA 61).

5.5.4 The  other  main  area  of  Roman  remains  found  during  excavations,  relates  to  the

Wotton burial ground, which flanks Ermine Street for 500m (OA 2). It is thought to

have  originated  as  a  cremation  cemetery  in  the  1st century  with  inhumations

introduced through to the 4th century.   Once again family groups and high status

goods have been excavated although it has been described as originally having served

the fortress at Kingsholm.  A 2nd century plague pit was also discovered with mass

burials and evidence for occupation including wall plaster.

5.5.5 Further burials have been excavated close to the Roman Road, to the north along

Longford Lane (OA 19), c 200m to the west (OA 32 and 34, 38) and just to the north

of the Site recently excavated by OA (OA 191).

5.5.6 During the evaluation and excavation to the north of the Site (OA 55, 191), in the area

of the double ditched late Iron Age enclosure, some of the upper fills of the Iron Age

ditches were found to be filled with pottery wasters from a number of early Roman

kilns located within the enclosure itself.  The kilns were producing Severn Valley

Ware. Evidence of both early and late occupation was also present including cess pits,

post-holes, ditches, field boundaries, finds and a small number of inhumations.  The

Site  was  assessed  by  Wessex  Archaeology as  being  a  significant  find  within  the

hinterland of a major Roman military base and civil town, especially with its pottery

kilns  and  production.  Very  few  pottery  production  sites  have  been  found  in

Gloucestershire (WA 2004, 27). The alluvial areas to the north of this site, where

excavated, marked the boundary of the industrial and occupied area. 

5.5.7 In general in the area around Gloucester evidence for Roman activity is dominated by

the geology, with villas tending to cluster on intermittent islands of sand and gravel,

whilst there have been a number of Roman farmsteads recorded on the Lias Clay
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(Holbrook, 2006, 109).   Scatters of Roman finds have been found throughout the

Study Area, identified in the gazetteer. A Roman well was discovered c 200m to the

south of the Site (OA 64) and clusters of Roman features suggesting occupation have

been found along Denmark Street to the south of the Site (eg OA 85,83, 68 70, 81,

172),  including a corn dryer at OA 101. Roman gravel pits  have also been found

throughout the study area (eg OA 62).

5.5.8 Within the Site a possible section of the Roman Road (OA 28) has been identified

from historic maps (see below) where ‘Paving at Dyke Bridge’ has been annotated

(OA 24).  This road has been excavated at various places, including Kingsholm where

it  was  found  to  be  17  feet  wide,  with  seven  gravel  surfaces  and  with  buildings

fronting it to the east. In the Kingsholm area it was found to run slightly to the west of

the modern road (OA 28). Also within the Site some residual sherds of pottery have

been found during an evaluation on the site of Oxstalls Community School (OA 5)

and a Roman coin recovered from the west of the Site by the Roman Road (OA 128).

5.6 The Medieval Period (AD 410-1550)

5.6.1 Life  would  have  continued  in the  town after  the  Roman  withdrawal  in  410 AD.

Gloucestershire  was  border  country  during  the  early  medieval  period  (Reynolds,

2006, 13).   During the 6th and 7th centuries it  lay at  the western limit  of an area

associated with Germanic cemeteries and communities.   In 877 Danes encamped in

Gloucester for several months and this led to its refortification. The town increasingly

became associated with the English kings and had its own mint (Lobel, 1969, 2).

5.6.2 There was a royal palace at Kingsholm in the area of the early Vexillation fortress, to

the north of  the Saxon burh,  with the marshy ground to the north offering some

protection. The old Roman Road (OA 61) connected it to the town through Alvin

Gate.  It  may have  been  established  by  the  Mercians,  but  was definitely  used  by

Edward the Confessor.  Kingholm continued to be used during the 13th century when

most of the meadowland surrounding the town was owned either by royalty or by the

many religious houses (Lobel, 1969, 9). It had become little used by the 14th century.

5.6.3 Evidence  of  later medieval  occupation has  been found in the area of  the Wotton

Roman  burials  (OA  1),  in  the  form  of  the  Mary  Magdalene/King James‘  Lepar

Hospital (OA 2). Cole Bridge where the Cheltenham Road crosses the Wotton Brook

is first mentioned in the 13th century (OA 136).

5.6.4 In the west, just to the south of the Site, is a historic farmstead known as Plock Court

Farm, which may have medieval origins and at which later medieval pottery has been

found (OA 36 and 42). Medieval finds have also been found along Tewksbury Road

just to the west of the Site (OA 43). Evidence for Medieval ridge and furrow has been

identified on the Site itself during the evaluation at the Cheltenham and Gloucester

College development in 1993 (OA 51) and in the area of Oxstalls Community School

(OA 5).  The  ridge  and  furrow found  in  the  south  was  found  to  the  east  of  the

floodplain  and  was  dated  tentatively  to  between  the  13th –  17th centuries.  Two

superimposed phases of activity were recorded, each on a different alignment.  The

evaluation report suggests that this confirms that the area lay within the Chamwell,

Colebridge  or  Pedmarsh  Fields  in  the  medieval  period  (OA  51,  Cotswold

Archaeology 1993, 4). Evidence for ridge and furrow has also been found throughout

the Study Area (OA 55/191, 13, 22, 48), reflecting the agrarian nature of the Site and

surrounding landscape. 

5.7 Post-Medieval Period (AD1550+)

5.7.1 Gloucester’s important strategic location made it a key battleground during the Civil

War. It was occupied by the Parliamentarians and laid siege to by the Royalist forces.

The fortifications were located c 1km to the south of the Site.  It is possible however,
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that  some associated activity would have occurred within this hinterland area and

indeed musket balls, presumably dating to this period, have been found in the east of

the Site near Plock Court (OA 42). 

5.7.2 Kip’s engraving of Gloucester (1710) shows the area of the Site to be outside the

post-medieval  town,  lying in open land in the vicinity of  what  appears  to  be the

original line of the River Twyver.   Hall and Pinnell’s map of 1780 does not extend

sufficiently northwards to the Site but does show the Civil War defences in the area,

lying c 1km to the south of the Site just to the north of Alvin Street. Hycott’s map of

1780 (figure 6) shows most of the site as unenclosed pasture next to the river, with

small, divided fields in the west and probably the east, although these are not shown

in so much detail. It shows the broad division between pasture and arable marking the

edge of alluvial floodplain discussed further below. 

5.7.3 An amalgamation of all the Enclosure Maps in the Gloucester area, dated to 1799,

produced by G Gwatkin in 1994, clearly shows the Site and the field divisions within

it. The relevant part of the map has been produced here as Figure 5. It  shows the

western boundary partially formed by a sinuous, continuous field boundary partially

running along edges of, or through fields.  The north western boundary runs parallel

with the road, which is kinked out slightly westwards in this area and either this or the

smaller track to its  east,  followed by the north western Site boundary,  is  labelled

Chapel Way. The north eastern boundary crosses Wotton Brook and a number of field

divisions, until it becomes aligned with Wotton Brook, for a distance, then follows

the field boundary between Great Winterditch and Little Winterditch, then crosses

further fields to what is now the B4063. 

5.7.4 The palaeo-channels identified by the HER (OA  14), from aerial photographs (OA

110) and on the walkover (OA 203, 202) in the north west of the Site are associated

either with Wotton Brook or the channel seen running into and through the northern

part of the Site on the 1799 map.   All the fields are named on this map and suggest

that the floodplain area was divided up into meadows, with arable fields to the east

and west on slightly higher ground. More interesting field names are present in the

south, such as Puzzle Meadow, Great Winterditch and Gravel Pit Ground.  According

to the HER, the name le Winter dyche was first recorded in a document of 1542 (OA

29).   Considerable gravel extraction was recorded during the evaluation in the south

of the Site (OA 51) in the area of Gravel Pit Field, attributed to the post-medieval

period, but possibly earlier, with pottery from the 11th –16th centuries recovered from

the quarry fills (Cotswold Archaeology, 1993, 5).

5.7.5 A number of field divisions exist but only a few survive today, such as that associated

with the brook, a short east west hedge marking the boundary between Long Meadow

and Middle Meadow and that represented by the hedged path running north west,

south east through and along the edge of the Site,  marking the boundary between

arable and pasture field names, today followed by a footpath. 

5.7.6 The Ordnance  Surveyors  Drawings  (OSD) dating to  1811 shows the Site  and  its

surrounds. Here the north western part, off the Tewksbury Road, lies between small

areas of woodland, just to the south of the village of Longford. The appearance of the

Site is very similar to that seen today, with the majority of the Site formed from one

field partially defined by the stream to the north and the long field boundary forming

part of the western boundary. The First Edition 1 inch OS (1831-32) shows a similar

picture, but in less detail. 

5.7.7 The  1st  edition  6  inch  map  of  1882  (Figure  7),  the  first  accurate  and  detailed

depiction  of  the  Site,  shows  a  similar  picture  to  the  Enclosure  map  of  1799,

suggesting  the  earlier  OS  maps  (OSD  and  1  inch)  were  just  showing  general

representations of the Site as opposed to its detail. This map shows the Site as divided

up, in the majority of cases, into the same fields shown on the 1799 map. It clearly
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shows the labelled Wotton Brook forming part of the northern boundary of the Site

and shows a footpath in the south, seen today, running through and along the edge of

the Site. No buildings or features are shown within the Site boundary. The Site lies to

the north-east of St Lucy’s hospital and part of it adjoins what is labelled Plock Court

to the south west. The remains of a dyke just enters the Site in the north west (also

seen on the 1799 map), mentioned in the HER as a palaeo-channel and observed

during the walkover and from aerial photos (OA 14, 202 and 210, 211). The 25 inch

OS map of 1884 shows this feature being crossed by Dyke Bridge and ‘Traces of

Paving’  is annotated in this area.  It  is likely that  this refers to an area of paved

Roman Road found in this area (OA 24). Queen’s Bridge carries the Tewksbury Road

over Wotton Brook, but this lies outside the Site. The road alignment to the south of

this bridge and in the area of Dykes Bridge lay further to the west than the road seen

today.   

5.7.8 The 1884, 1903, 1924 and 1946 editions of the OS maps all show a very similar

picture, with the 1946 map the first to show the East Court Road which alters the

fields  in  this  south  western  corner  of  the  Site  and  now forms  its  south  western

boundary. The early Google Earth (GE) images dating to the 1940s, shows the field

boundaries  mostly  still  intact  and  formed  by  patchy  hedges,  but  by  2000  the

boundaries had mostly disappeared, except those forming the north, east and west

sides of the linear allotments, the northern one to the east of the brook  and those

lining the footpath. 

5.8 Historic Buildings

5.8.1 No historic or Listed Buildings lie close to the Site (Figure 2).  There is a cluster of

Listed Buildings in the south east  of the Study Area forming the historic core  of

Wotton.  The Church of St Catherine and its associated gates and railings, (OA 185)

and Hillfield House, built as government offices in 1867 by John Giles (OA 188),

both Grade II,  are the nearest  Listed Buildings to the Site,  and lie  c 200m away.

These lie within the London Road Conservation Area, which doesn’t extend much

closer to the Site beyond OA 185. Neither the Listed Buildings nor Conservation

Area has any intervisible site lines to the Site.  The Denmark Conservation Area is the

other Conservation Area closest to the Site and lies 350m to the south west. It lies to

the south of East Court Road and once again has no intervisibility to the Site.  The

only other designated site within the Study Area is the Grade II Listed Building in

Longford, 98 Tewksbury Road (OA 190).  This is a late 18th century two bay house,

thought at one time to have been a school.  This lies c 420m to the north east of the

Site within the village and has no intervisibility with the Site.

5.9 Historic Landscape

The Site and its surrounding historic environment 

5.9.1 The land surrounding the Site is relatively flat, but rises very gently to the south,

however, the long views to the south and south west are dominated by the heights of

Robinswood  Hill  (190m AOD)  and  Churchwood  Hill  (150m AOD)  respectively.

Robinswood Hill is topped by the undesignated site of a medieval and post medieval

beacon,  whilst  the  summit  of  Churchwood  Hill  is  believed  to  comprise  the

undesignated site of a multivallate Iron Age Hillfort. However, most of the landscape

in the vicinity of the Site itself is made up of modern post-war housing estates and has

not in itself retained any historic integrity.

5.9.2 The Site is now chiefly a modern landscape occupied by a school, allotments and

community sports pitches, with a more natural, marshy area in the north with two

pond like depressions (OA 211).  However, some of historic characteristics can still

be detected which allow some link and understanding of its history. To the south and
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west of the footpath and hedge running north – south along the spine and edges of the

Site, the ground is slightly higher. A plough bank on this alignment appears to act as

the boundary between the higher and lower ground. The higher land to the south west

of  this  ploughbank  coincides  with  where  the  historic  maps  shows  small  fields,

apparently used for arable.  The boundary therefore forms the boundary between the

alluvium and the Sand and Gravels  forming the gravel  terrace and  also probably

between the area historically ploughed and the wetter ground which would have been

used as pasture. 

5.9.3 As discussed above there are a number of hedges which could fulfil the criteria for

being protected under the Hedgerow Regulations, in that the boundaries can be traced

on the 1799 and 1870 maps, therefore predating the 19th century Enclosure Acts (OA

207, 214 and 215). This is a slightly tentative list as the historic maps do not show

hedges as  such,  just  the boundaries  themselves,  which  are  assumed  to have  been

hedged. These have been plotted on Figure 8 and include:

The northwest southeast hedge following the plough bank in the south west

of the Site (OA 207). 

That forming the eastern boundary of the allotments in the south of the Site

(OA 214)

That which forms the northern end of the allotments (OA 215). Whilst this

hedge is not of the same antiquity as the other two it appears to be older than

30 years, and therefore would fulfil the Regulations. 

6 ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL AND SURVIVAL

6.1 Previous Impacts and Survival 

6.1.1 From  historic  maps  it  appears  as  if  the  majority  of  the  Site  has  been  used

predominantly for arable, pasture and allotments throughout history, with only the

recent disturbance being from the construction of the various phases of the college

campus in the south.  Ploughing and digging on the allotments may have truncated

the uppermost archaeological features but survival is likely to be good below these

impacts.  The medieval ridge and furrow seen on the slightly higher areas will have

caused  more  truncation  in  the  area  of  the  furrows,  but  will  have  offered  greater

protection  to  earlier  remains  under  the  ridges.  Depending  on  the  date  of  the

alluviation, this may be sealing and protecting any earlier archaeology and may in

itself  contain well-preserved archaeological  and palaeo-environmental  data.  In  the

area  of  the  existing  campus,  any  landscaping,  terracing  and  creation  of

hardstanding/tarmaced areas may have disturbed archaeological deposits but deeper

features  may  still  survive  below some  of  these  impacts.  In  the  areas  of  existing

buildings  or  previous  buildings  seen  on  maps  from  the  1990s  in  this  area,

archaeological  survival  is  likely  to  be  poor,  except  perhaps  in  areas  of  deeper

alluvium.

6.2 Archaeological Potential 

6.2.1 Given the lack of evidence in the surrounding Study Area there is likely to be a low

potential  for  pre-Iron  Age  archaeology  to  be  present,  although  floodplain  edge

locations were always attractive to early prehistoric people for the diverse range of

resources that such locations offer.  In the Iron Age, just prior to the Roman invasion,

evidence  suggests  that  the  area  is  beginning  to  be  settled  with  the  early  Roman

settlements  appearing  to  have  late  Iron  Age  antecedents.   The  double  ditched

enclosure found just to the to the north of the Site may increase the likelihood of

further settlement dating to this period being present in the Site. Whilst the alluvial
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area would not have proved attractive to settlement, the Sands and Gravels on the Site

may have been seen as more conducive to settlement, as seen during the evaluation

and excavation work to the north (OA 191).

6.2.2 Given the large amount of Roman archaeology within the Study Area associated with

the fortress and cemeteries to the south, the Roman Road to the south and west and

the Roman settlement and pottery kilns to the north, the Site lies within an area which

is likely to have had some use during the Roman period. The highest potential would

be alongside the Roman road in the north west, where burials or settlement may be

found, and on the non-alluvial areas, where land would have been dryer. It is possible

that the land utilisation seen to the north (OA 191), may be replicated here, with the

band of alluvium associated with the stream not utilised,  but  with settlement  and

industrial activity located on the higher ground either side of the floodplain.  

6.2.3 It  is likely that the Site was located away from known settlement during both the

medieval and post-medieval periods. Geological, topographical, archaeological and

cartographic evidence all  suggest  that  the alluvial  floodplain was mainly used for

pasture, with the higher land on the gravel terrace either side, being used more for

arable, with some gravel quarrying in the south east of the Site. 

6.2.4 Whilst the alluvial areas may have been only suitable for pasture during most of the

later periods, the areas may contain evidence for more intense seasonal activities,

such as in the summer when it would have been dryer. Evidence for this may remain

in the form of  well-preserved finds and palaeo-environmental  material  within the

alluvium. The fact that peat was identified in one borehole during the three borehole

survey may suggest the existence of longer drier periods, leading to more intensive

landuse over longer periods of time. However, the fact it has only been identified in

one small area may negate this and be more suggestive of a more localised deposit.

The evaluation in the south of the Site revealed that the alluvium extended c 60m to

the east than the extent shown by the BGS, suggesting that the gravel terrace starts

further  east  than  previously thought.   This  possible  extension  is  also  marked  on

Figure 8.

6.2.5 There is also evidence for palaeo-channels within the Site, especially in the north (OA

14),  associated with the stream seen entering the Site on the 1799 map (OA 202) and

with earlier channels of the Wotton Brook (OA 203). These palaeo-channels could

contain palaeo-environmental and waterlogged, well-persevered archaeological finds

and ecofacts from all periods.

7 HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1 Archaeology

7.1.1 Development  proposals  that  may  affect  below  ground  deposits,  will  mostly  be

restricted to the southern part of the Site, with the exception of the sports facility at

Plock Court in the south west.  Whilst details of below ground disturbance has yet to

be established, an outline plan of what is likely to be occurring and where, has been

provided to OA and is included as Figure 9.   Impacts include:

Three buildings within Debenhams Fields, to the west of the existing 

allotments, for student accommodation and associated car parking

One building just to the north of the existing campus for a Business School

A new sports hall, grandstand and parking at Oxstalls Sports Park and Plock

Court Playing Fields

The relocation of the allotments to the Debenhams Playing Fields
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Landscaping along a central corridor to create a community park

7.1.2 The three proposed buildings within Debenhams Fields lie just at the junction of the

alluvium and Sands and Gravels,  just to the west  of the plough bank and hedged

boundary probably protected under the Hedgerow Regulations (OA 207).  The fact

that these buildings are to be constructed at the edge of the gravel terrace, on the

slightly higher ground away from the alluvial areas, suggests that this area may have

a high potential for archaeological remains dating from the late Iron Age and Roman

periods.  Any  archaeological  deposits  within  the  building’s  footprint  and  any

associated services and landscaping, will be affected by these proposals.  Depending

on the exact location of the buildings the medieval plough bank may also be affected,

which is likely to be of local significance.

7.1.3 The proposed Business School building lies just to the east of the brook. Given that

the evaluation just to the south of this point showed that the alluvium lies to the east

of the extent identified by the BGS, and the fact that the area of proposed building

lies just to the west of where the land appears, from the contours seen on the OS

historic maps, to rise onto the gravel terrace, its is likely that these buildings will be

built  into  the  alluvium.   Whilst  palaeo-environmental  and  archaeological  remains

associated with the seasonal use of the floodplain may be present, it is unlikely that

structural remains or significant archaeological deposits will be found in this area.

Depending on the date of the alluvium it may be possible that evidence for earlier

prehistoric activities may be found below it, but the likelihood of this is low. From

evaluation and boreholes to the south, the depth of alluvium in this area is likely to be

c 1.78m.

7.1.4 The proposed car parking area to the east of these buildings appears to lie on the

gravel terrace away from the alluvial area and may have a higher potential for late

Iron Age and Roman deposits to be present.  However, evaluation just to the south

only found evidence of medieval ridge and furrow, suggesting an arable use in the

medieval  period,  but  no  earlier  remains  (OA  51).    This  evaluation  also  found

evidence  for  post-medieval  quarrying  which  all  suggests  that  the  potential  for

archaeology in this area is potentially lower than in other non-alluvial areas of the

Site.

7.1.5 The new sports complex at Oxstalls Sports Park and Plock Court Playing Fields lies

to the west of the alluvial strip, and on the gravel terrace and has the potential to

contain  archaeology  of  the  Iron  Age  and  Roman  periods.   However,  evaluation

undertaken c 150 m to the north, once again found only evidence of ridge and furrow

reflecting medieval cultivation, with the only earlier evidence represented by residual

pottery from the Roman-British period (OA 5). This suggests that the potential for

archaeology in this area is potentially lower than in other non-alluvial areas of the

Site.

7.1.6 The  potential  relocation  of  the  allotments  to  the  Debenhams  Playing  Fields  will

introduce impacts to potentially the depth of double digging, to an area which has

seen little recent historic disturbance. 

7.1.7 Landscaping along a central corridor for the creation of  a central community park

will  mainly  take  place  within  alluvial  areas,  and  assuming  that  there  is  no  deep

drainage works or landscaping requiring deep below ground impacts, then only the

upper, later alluvial deposits will be disturbed.  

7.2 Historic Landscape

7.2.1 The historic landscape within the Site, whilst retaining some historic boundaries has

already  had  its  historic  character  significantly  altered  by  the  modern  school,

allotments, college campus and sports pitches.  Its historic landscape setting has also
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been significantly altered by the fact that it is now surrounded by post-war housing

developments. However, individual historic landscape features within the Site will be

affected.

7.2.2 The  ploughbank  and  hedge  partially  running  through  the  centre  of  the  Site  and

partially forming part of its western boundary (OA 207) is likely to be removed both

during the construction of the three buildings in Debenhams Field and any associated

opening up the landscape as part of the creation of the community park. It is assumed

that  this  feature  will  be similarly affected by this  opening up associated with the

development  at  Oxstalls  Sports  Park  and  Plock  Court  Playing  Fields.  The  hedge

associated with this feature is likely to be protected under the Hedgerow Regulations

and is therefore likely to be seen as medium/local significance. 

7.2.3 Two further protected hedgerows will also be affected by the development, through

the opening up of the centre of the Site. The eastern and northern boundaries of the

allotments on the Site (OA 214 and OA 215). Both these boundaries can be traced on

the 1799 historic map and will of medium/local significance.  

7.3 Historic Buildings

7.3.1 There appears to be no intervisibility between any Listed Buildings or Conservation

Areas and the Site, therefore there will be no impact from the proposed development

upon their setting. 

8 LIKELY FURTHER WORKS

8.1.1 Prior  to  the removal  of  any of  the hedgerows  potentially identified as  historic,  a

Hedgerow Removal Notice would have to be applied for from the Council. If  this

were granted then the impact upon these features could be partially mitigated by the

recording of the hedgerows and any associated banks and ditches and their fills. 

8.1.2 Archaeological  evaluation in the form initially of  geophysical  survey in the areas

away from the alluvium, followed by trenching in the areas affected if necessary,

would  further  clarify  the  archaeological  potential  of  those  areas  affected  by  the

proposed  development.  This  would  determine  the  nature,  extent,  significance  and

survival of these deposits and allow decisions to be made as to the necessity for, and

scope of, any further mitigation that may be required.   Any ongoing archaeological

strategy would need to be agreed with the Local Planning Archaeologist at an early

stage of the planning process. 

9 CONCLUSION

9.1.1 The proposed development will have no impact on the historic landscape character of

the  Site,  which  has  already  been  compromised  by  its  current  use,  nor  on  the

surrounding area which has been changed by the construction of post-war housing. It

appears  that  three  hedgerows  may  come  under  the  protection  of  the  Hedgerow

Regulations  and  a  Hedgerow  Removal  Notice  will  have  to  be  drawn  up  for

submission. A possible plough bank will be also affected, of local significance. There

will be no impact on the setting of any Listed Buildings or Conservation Areas within

the Study Area, as there is no intervisibility between them and the Site.

9.1.2 From the evidence available this desk-based assessment has demonstrated that the

gravel terrace generally has a high potential to contain archaeological remains from

the Late Iron Age and Roman periods. This conclusion has been reached from the

high  level  of  archaeological  remains  dating  to  these  periods  in  the  Study  Area,

associated with the Roman fortress,  cemeteries and Roman Roads and the double

ditched enclosure, settlement and pottery production area to the north. The potential
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for early prehistoric remains is lower,  although the gravel terrace edge was often

favoured during this period as being rich in a diverse range of resources.  Geological,

cartographic,  excavation  and  topographic  evidence  all  suggest  that  the  alluvial

floodplain  was  used  mainly  for  pasture  during  the  medieval  and  post-medieval

periods, with the slightly higher gravel terrace used for arable in the form of ridge and

furrow. Some quarrying has also been identified.

9.1.3 However, despite the general high archaeological potential of the area, most of the

areas  of  proposed  development  either  lie  close  to  areas  which  have  previously

undergone small-scale archaeological evaluation which revealed low archaeological

potential  or on the alluvium which also has a lower potential.   For example, the

Business School car park and Sports facilities at Oxstalls Sports Park Plock Court

Playing Fields whilst they lie on the gravel terraces, evaluations close by have only

revealed  medieval  ridge  and  furrow.  The  proposed  Business  School  will  be

constructed on the alluvial floodplain, and impacts are likely to exceed the depth of

the alluvium in this area.  Such impacts may affect palaeo-environmental remains and

waterlogged artefacts within the alluvium or the fills of any palaeo-channels in this

area or evidence of earlier prehistoric deposits below the alluvium, but the likelihood

such remains being present is low. Proposed development on the alluvial floodplain

also includes the development of the community park and the potential new site for

the  allotments,  both  of  which  are  likely  to  only  affect  the  upper  layers  of  the

alluvium.

9.1.4 The development of the new accommodation buildings, will take place on the gravel

terrace at the junction of the two geologies and given no archaeological works have

been  undertaken  in  this  area,  the  potential  may  be  higher  for  pre-medieval

archaeology to be present here. 

9.1.5 However,  without  further  evaluation  works  the  potential  can  not  be  accurately

predicted  and  it  is  suggested  that  further  evaluation  will  be  required  to  test  the

potential suggested here and allow an effective mitigation strategy to be developed.

Oxford Archaeology 
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Appendix One

Gazetteer of known archaeology within the Study Area

OA = Oxford Archaeology

HER = Gloucestershire Historic Environment Record

CHER = Gloucester City Historic Environment Record

NMR = National Monuments Record

HS = Historic Sources

WS = Walkover Survey

Bold sites are within the Site

OA

No.

Description HER

UID/source

1 Area includes:

HER states that a number of finds of Neolithic and bronze Age finds have been found in this area but no associated 

features. A palaeochannel also seen in this area
Iron-Age – metalled area and large stone lined feature possibly ritual in nature. A number of prehistoric flints, including tools, were

found in this area in 1941.  

Roman – early Roman enclosure ditches, pit (with a pebble pot-boiler) and pottery, later rubbish pits then evidence for 

agricultural use.  Some of the pits have been interpreted as being for Roman sand and gravel quarrying.
Roman burial ground located here – possibly originally 2000 burials, also cremations 1st-4th c. High status finds associated with 

burials with possible evidence for family plots and one tombstone. 

An early military ditch also excavated and building remains dating from 1st c. within cemetery. All alignments are either parallel to 

or at right angles to Ermine St. Brass ingot also found

Evidence for Iron smelting was discovered during a watching brief. A selection of coins also has been found. Archaeological work 

has revealed the part of the north side outer defences of the Claudi-Neronian fortress, part a rear rampart, intercut ovens and part of 

the deeper turf wall trench fronting the rampart. 

Medieval – ploughsoils over the cemetery identified and medieval buildings

Post-medieval – sand and gravel quarry pits and remains of 19th c. St Lucy’s Hospital, boundary stone

WW2 – possible location of WW2searchlight site

Undated – gravel extraction pits

14591, 17246,

40668, 42657,

42664, 42228,

42314, 42341,

42516, 42658,

42661, 40670,

42655, 42656,

40671, 40669,

39363, 42659,

42660, 39365,

40391, 42227,

39364, 39366,

45370, 861, 855,

5772, 713, 860,

702, 885, 887, 888,

44456, 746, 14570,

27072, 42024,

GC111, GC154,

GC418, GC653,

GC834, GC867, 
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2 Area includes:

Prehistoric – Palaeolithic animal bones, 

Roman – evidence of Roman Wotton burial ground flanking Ermine Street for c 500m. Probably originated as cremation cemetery 

in 1st c. AD then inhumations 1st – 4th  c. AD.  Male, females and children all represented. Cemetery would have originally served 

the fortress at Kingsholm and were mostly contained within an enclosure. Also plague pit with mass burials dated to 2nd c. to west. 

Burials and cremations found with high quality artefacts. A gravestone has also been found.

Watching brief located Neronian-Flavian pottery, wall plaster, iron slag, ails and snail shells, representing Roman occupation and a 

large east west feature.  During construction of the Wotton almshouses a metalled surface, 5 cremation pits (c 1st-2nd c. containing 

artifacts and nails. Above this further metalling and inhumations (c 2nd –4th c. found associated with a possible funerary monument 

and a wall parallel to the Roman road.

Medieval – Site of St Mary Magdalene/King James’ Hospital – leper hospital founded c 12th c. – Roman burials found in graveyard 

in 1856 Medieval use of the Roman road investigated and probably medieval quarrying.

Post-medieval – boundary stone and evidence of toll point and turnpike road, site of C18-C19 farm buildings

14694. 14465,

42807, 42141,

42142, 14098,

5774, 14461,

42238, 42822,

14695, 9391,

14491, 42525,

42802, 42805,

42806, 43038,

14460, 14468,

16286, 42804,

44515, 44530,

14096 , 44514,

445251, 4803

3 Desk Based Assessment undertaken for land at Trevone House, Denmark Road, Gloucester 797

4 Evaluation at Trevone House, Denmark Road, Gloucester - c 360m to west of Site 821

5 Glos. CC evaluation at Oxstalls Community School, Gloucester within south western part of Site – 1997 -  3 residual sherds 

of R/B pottery and one medieval residual sherd. Ridge and Furrow survived across area

857

6 Watching brief on land to the rear of 87 Estcourt Road, Gloucester - 180m to west of Site - no features found 888

7 A Roman brooch - fibula (Collingwood type V), near 63 Lansdown Road, Gloucester - c 250 m to west of  Site 889

8 1st century necked bowls found in front of 94 Estcourt Road, Gloucester - c 250m to west of  Site 890

9 Roman pottery recovered in front of 90 Estcourt Road, Gloucester - c 250m to west of Site 891

10 Roman coin, recovered in allotment behind 63 - 97 Estcourt Road, Gloucester c 130m to west of Site 892

11 Roman coin, recovered in allotment behind no.s 63 - 97 Estcourt Road, Gloucester c 100m in south west of Site 893

12 Geo-technical investigation - Oxstalls Campus, Gloucester  within University area - identified lamentations of soft fibrous 

peats within the alluvial sequence adjacent to Wotton Brook - extended between 1.1m and 3.05m bgl

911

13 Harness pendant - found on the site of Gloucestershire Training College, Oxstalls, Gloucester - 14th c. 912

14 Enclosure and cropmarks S of Wotton Brook - area of cropmarks - old stream bed and water channels. Linear and 

enclosure probably fairly modern - extant field boundaries in 1974 

4232

15 Enclosure-SE Sherwood Green 500m to east of Site 4470

16 Cropmarks-Longford Lane 500m to east of Site – possibly associated with drainage 4471

17 Roman Fibula 400m to east Site 4821

18 An Acheulian flint hand axe, from 66 Wellspring Road, Longlevens, Gloucester - 550m to east of Site 4823
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19 Roman burial,  Longford Lane - 360m to north east - Found 1967 during digging in garden – located c 1m deep, plus pottery and 

nails for coffin - along Roman roadside

5585

20 Romano-British potsherds from Walham Brickpits, Gloucester. - 500m to west of Site - along Roman road 5586

21 Flint Blade, Roman Coins & Potsherds, Medieval Finds - just to west of north west corner 5777

22 Medieval Ridge and Furrow c 500m to east of Site 7161

23 Roman Finds 7163

24 Possible Roman Road section, Longford - just to west of site - Annotation on OS 6 inch map 'Paving at Dyke Bridge' 7164

25 Possible well - to west and north of Site 7165

26 Roman Coin find from The Limes, nr Westfield Terrace 7166

27 The archaeological remains of Ermine Street Roman road. 7542

28 The Roman Road between Birmingham and Gloucester, was almost ploughed level by 1957. Ditch perpendicular to the 

flanking ditches are also visible, suggesting a junction, Twyning.  This runs alongside western boundary of Site. Has been 

excavated in places eg Kingsholme where it was 17 ft wide, with seven gravel surfaces with building foundations to east – 

found here to run slightly to west of current road.

8090

29 Winterditch Fieldname to north of university – seen on Hyetts Estate Map of 1780 and Enclosure Award in 1799 and as 'le 

winter dyche' in 1542 document

8549

30 Chapel Hay Fieldname 8656

31 Queens Dyke Roman Occupation - c 400m to north west of Site 9616

32 Possible Roman Burial at Longford - 200m to west of Site 9690

33 Roman Potsherd Field at Colonia Cottage, Sandhurst Lane, Longford. 9729

34 Four Roman Inhumations Estcourt Road, Gloucester - c 200m to west of Site - found 1940 10038

35 Sunken Road at The Longford Inn 11858

36 Possible farmstead : Plock Court Farm - just to south of Site to the north-west, some later medieval pottery also found 11859

37 Gravel pits and inhumation at Fairmile House found 1.2m deep in garden c 100m to west of Site by Roman Road 11860

38 A number of Roman burials were found during the construction of the Gloucester Ring Road, Estcourt Road, Gloucester - 200m to 

west  of Site in 1940

14411

39 1976 watching brief for sewerage scheme, Northgate Street to London Road, Gloucester (Trench IV). - road found  and flood 

deposits c 300m to south of Site

14472

40 Barnwood Road. Possible Medieval and Post-Medieval road. 14474

41 Wotton Pitch is the site of Wotton Fleece Hotel, which is now a new blocks of flats 14491

42 Finds at Plock Court, including a Roman coin, Metal buckle, and Musket balls - see  OA 36 14697

43 Not used 
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44 Watching brief at 324 Longford Lane, Longford – no archaeological deposits found. 15453

45 1994 Desk Based Assessment at Denmark Road Girl's School, Gloucester 15641

46 Cedar Trust Home, Redland Acre, 35, Tewkesbury Road, Gloucester – observations revealed  no arch archaeology - c 100m west 

of Site

16621

47 Oxstalls Community school evaluation. Find of a Roman coin - Dupondius of Antonia, mother of Claudius I c 20m to west of Site -

possible gravel extraction pits and one possible roman ditch found

16653

48 Ridge and furrow c 300 to north west of Site 17582

49 Archaeological Evaluation at Seabroke Road, Gloucester c 400m to west - ridge and furrow found 19680

50 A40 Longford to M50 Gorsley improvement, assessment, field survey - Along RR180 Roman Road from Glos to Droitwich 20236

51 Evaluation at Cheltenham and Gloucester College, Oxstalls Campus, Gloucester - 1993 - 12 trenches - evidence for ridge 

and furrow and quarrying recorded

20244

52 Tramway network in Gloucester City, extended to the aircraft works at Brockworth, C19-early C20. 20653

53 Negative modern archaeological watching brief at Denmark Road High School, Seabroke Road, Gloucester. 21781

54 An archaeological evaluation of land at the rear of 36-38 Denmark Road, Gloucester c 450m to west of Site – Roman features 

found including large boundary ditch – aligned on Ermine Street and thought to form the northern boundary for properties along the

north of Ermine Street, within the Roman settlement area. Roman artefacts, ditches and possible post-holes also found.

22277

55 Modern geophysical survey and evaluation on land at Longford, near Gloucester c 300m to the north  of the Site. A large rectilinear

enclosure with smaller adjoining enclosures and ridge and furrow detected. Evidence for an early  Roman pottery production site 

recorded during evaluation - 2004.  82 trenches  - A late Iron Age/Early Romano-British enclosed farmstead, overlain by settlement

related enclosures of early and middle Roman date. Dumps of pottery wasters found - interpreted as kiln dating to late 1st c. AD/ to 

mid 2nd C. AD. One grave. Typical depth 0.6m-07m. No remains seen along the proposed A38 link road where topsoil overlain by 

deep alluvium.

27039

56 1989 watching brief at 90 Estcourt Road, Kingsholm, Gloucester some Roman finds c 200 to west of Site 27706

57 Two flint axes found on Sandhurst Lane in 1922 - 400m to west of Site 28324

58 Evaluations and Watching Briefs at Oxstall college campus (No details under this number) – see OA 51 28804

59 The Kingsholm central late Roman burial area includes evidence for at least one mausoleum, Gloucester area c 500m to west - 

'remains of more than 1000 skeletons found in antiquity’. 1951 - workmen found 11 early Roman in Kingsholm Square. Misc. 

burials found throughout recent history - some early Roman some later. 1983-  23 burials found with evidence for coffins. Evidence

for occupation found in 1983 including wall plaster. 1987 - 58 burials. Excavations over this period also revealed evidence for both 

an early and later fortress. 

38476

60 Part of a Roman lias foundation recorded during water main repairs at the junction of Denmark Road and Seabroke Street, 

Gloucester.

38480
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61 Early Roman Fortress at Kingsholm, Gloucester c 500m to west of Site. Vexillation Fort - possibly garrisoned before the legionary 

presence at Kingsholm.. Main occupation area is c 27 acres with extra mural occupation on the north, south and west sides. 

Remains of timber buildings also present. Evidence for later Saxon royal palace excavated in 1985. Phase 1 included late Iron Age/ 

or Romano British occupation prior to the fort. Evidence for furnace/slag and charcoal.

39201

62 Suspected Roman gravel pit, 64 Estcourt Road, Gloucester c 400m to west of Site 40672

63 Roman artefacts and inhumation found during road construction in 1908, Seagrove Road, Gloucester 40673

64 Site of Roman well excavated by C Green sometime before 1948 on Escourt Road, Gloucester 200m to west of Site 41279

65 Turnpike road connecting Gloucester with Birdslip Hill, known as the Northgate Turnpike Road. 41795

66 Turnpike road connecting Gloucester and Bedlam, Cheltenham. 41798

67 Turnpike road from Gloucester to Norton. 41800

68 Roman building opposite 41 Denmark Road, Gloucester c 500m to west of Site 41873

69 Negative Watching brief (1961) during construction of new gymnasium at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 41980

70 Roman features identified during 1994 Watching brief at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 41982

71 1995 Archaeological evaluation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 41983

72 A post medieval well is located to the east of Cooks Orchard, Gloucester. 41993

73 A post medieval boundary stone is located just north of Landsdown Road, Kingsholm, Gloucester. 42025

74 A post medieval boundary stone was located just south of 93 Landsdown Road, Kingsholm, Gloucester. 42027

75 A post medieval boundary stone was located on what is now the site of 105 Landsdown Road, Kingsholm, Gloucester. 42028

76 A post medieval well is marked on the 1st edition OS map to the north of 14 Cheltenham Road, Gloucester. 42041

77 A post medieval boundary stone was located on North Road, Kingsholm, Glocuester. 42071

78 A large area of 19th to 20th century allotment gardens was located to the south of Estcourt Road, Kingsholm, Gloucester. 42129

79 A post medieval boundary stone is located on the northside of Landsdown Road, Gloucester. Just to south of site 42130

80 An area of allotment gardens of a 19th to 20th century date were located to the south of Landsdown Road, Gloucester. 42131

81 Roman ditch and inhumation found during 1995 archaeological evaluation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 42190

82 1995 Archaeological excavation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 42191

83 Roman features found during 1995 excavation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 42192

84 Post-medieval features found during 1995 Excavation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 42193

85 1996 excavation at Denmark Road School, Gloucester. Evidence of Medieval ridge and furrow found, and Roman Pits 42196

86 1999 Negative watching brief at Denmark Road School, Gloucester 42198

87 St Catherine's Tennis Courts were built in the 20th century to the south of Estcourt Road, Gloucester. 42230

88 The Wotton Tennis Grounds are of a mid 20th century date and are located to the south of Landsdown Road, Gloucester. 42234

89 A 20th century tennis courts know as Cotteswold Courts are located to the south of Landsdown Road, Gloucester. 42315
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90 Two ruined buildings were located to the south of Wotton Tennis Courts, south of Landsdown Road, Gloucester. 42347

91 St Michael's Convent was located on the north side of Denmark Road in the 20th century, Gloucester. 42349

92 A 20th century swimming pool was associated with 152 Estcourt Road, Gloucester. 42350

93 Negative watching brief at 11a North Road, Gloucester. 42427

94 Two areas of Roman pitting on the south side of Estcourt Road, Gloucester. C 200 to west - 42430

95 Post medieval pit from 1975 excavations on Estcourt Road, Gloucester. 42431

96 2001 watching brief at No.1 Cook's Orchard, Gloucester. 42475

97 2002 watching brief and evaluation at 21 North Road, Gloucester. 42518

98 An Iron Age stater was found at the junction of Denmark Road and Henry Street, Gloucester, c 200m to west of Site 42653

99 Two Roman coins were found on Estcourt Road, between numbers 63-97 in 1952, Gloucester. 42654

100 Medieval finds have been recovered in 1938 from Landsdown Road, Gloucester (Spindle whorl and seal) c 400m to west of Site 42665

101 Roman Corn Dryer at 38 Denmark Road, Gloucester c 500m to west of Site 42750

102 Negative Watching Brief at The Clinic, Denmark Road, Gloucester 42811

103 Negative Watching brief at Elizabeth House, Denmark Road, Gloucester 42819

104 Negative Watching Brief at 21 Denmark Road, Gloucester 42820

105 Fragment of Iron Age carinated bowl found in Denmark Road, Gloucester 42832

106 Roman Features at 30 Denmark Road, Gloucester 42919

107 Negative Watching Brief 104 Estcourt Road, Gloucester 100m to west 43003

108 Negative Watching Brief 110 Estcourt Road.c 100m to west 43004

109 Negative watching brief 99 Landsdown Road, Gloucester 43005

110 Negative Watching Brief at 52 Lansdown Road, Gloucester 43008

111 Roman Coin (Ae3 of Constantine II) found at 115 Lansdown Road, Gloucester 43009

112 Watching brief at 24 Lansdown Road, Gloucester 43037

113 Medieval field track at Pedmarsh Cottage, Kingsholm, Gloucester c 120m to west of Site 43192

114 Route of the Government Pipelines and Storage System (GPSS) pipeline constructed in 1942. 43288

115 1989 observations made in casual site visits to a housing development at the Farmscroft Estate, off Fircroft Road, Longford, 

Gloucester,  c 100m to north east of Site. Observations made during housing work saw worked flint, Roman coins and later finds.

44913

116 2013 desk based assessment of the Longford Rising Main Sewer, Longford. 45108

117 Watching brief undertaken in 1989 on a sewer dug across Tewkesbury Road at its junction with Longford Lane, Longford. 45763

118 2013 watching brief along the route of the Longford rising main sewer, Gloucester. 48 trenches excavated along  length of 

sewer - 18 had archaeological features. Including a probable Roman road and its re-use in the post-med period, and a post-

medieval turnpike.  A 19th c. culvert and an undated pit. Part of sewer runs through northern part of site

47218
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119 1-11a Cheltenham Road - Coin GC60

120 130-152 Estcourt Road - Coin c 70m to west of Site GC95

121 Estcourt Road / Cheltenham Road - Inhumation(s)/pottery GC107

122 Cook's Orchard – Coin GC113

123 Lansdown Road – Coin GC114

124 129 Longford Lane – Coin GC133

125 Seabroke Road - Pottery & Coin GC139

126 16 Merevale Road – Coin GC201

127 23 Merevale Road – Coin GC202

128 Plock Court - Coins / pottery GC783

129 Tewkesbury Road - Pit / finds GC798

130 Stamps Meadow - Road / pond GC845

131 40 Tewkesbury Road - Gravel pit GC854

132 121 Estcourt Road – Pits GC874

133 20a Tewkesbury Road - Gravel pit GC883

134 137 Estcourt Road – Negative GC929

135 130 Estcourt Road – Negative GC943

136 Coles Bridge, Cheltenham Road – Bridge GC948

137 28-38 Michaelmas Court – Negative GC950

138 2b Kenilworth Avenue – Negative GC958

139 149 Estcourt Road – Negative GC1003

140 30 Cheltenham Road – Negative GC1057

141 5 Bradley Close – Coin GC1146

142 Longford School – Pottery GC1208

143 16 Tewkesbury Road / Highbank Park – Unstratified finds GC1233

144 Michaelmas Court – Negative GC1273

145 Keswick Close - Gravel workings GC1275

146 Hawthorns School – Hearth GC1299

147 112 Oxtalls Lane – Pit GC1300

148 70 Oxtalls Drive – Negative GC1350

149 25 Cheltenham Road – Negative GC1363

150 The Double Gloucester (PH) – Ditches GC1372
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151 22 Riversley Road – Negative GC1431

152 Blade Motors – Negative GC1472

153 79 Longford Lane – Negative GC1482

154 Cheltenham Road – Negative GC1545

155 11 Riversley Road – Negative GC1546

156 18 Argyll Place – Negative GC1559

157 71 Elmbridge Road – Negative GC1562

158 65 Cheltenham Road – Negative GC1565

159 121 Longford Lane – Negative GC1570

160 18 Oxtalls Lane – Negative GC1572

161 84 Oxtalls Lane – Negative GC1573

162 87 Oxtalls Lane – Negative GC1575

163 61 Tewkesbury Road – Negative GC1579

164 119 Oxtalls Lane – Negative GC1586

165 Chamwells Walk – Negative GC1600

166 119 Lansdown Road – Negative GC1604

167 135 Estcourt Road – Negative GC1742

168 5 Cheltenham Road – Negative GC1755

169 35 Riversley Road – Negative GC1803

170 152 Estcourt Road – Negative GC1866

171 5 Lansdown Road - Pottery, pos. grave cut or ditch terminal GC2204

172 32A Denmark Road - Flint, slag, pottery, animal bone GC2205

173 92 Estcourt Road – Pit GC2209

174 Milestone School - Palaeochannel - otherwise negative GC2212

175 Kings Board, Hillfield Gardens II* 1245719

175 Scriven's Conduit II* 1245720

176 Hillfield Parade 1245737

177 Gate Lodge to west of entrance gates to Hillfield II 1245738

178 Rest Garden II 1245739

179 Hillfield Parade II 1245740

180 Parkfield II 1245741
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181 Hillfield Parade II 1245742

182 138, London Road II 1245743

183 Wotton Rise II 1245744

184 Chapel of St Mary Magdalene, remains of, II* 1245745

185 Church of St Catharine II 1245746

186 Gates and railings to churchyard to south and south west of church of St Catherine II 1245747

187 Entrance gates to Hillfield Gardens II 1271659

188 Hillfield House II 1271681

189 Wotton House II 1341698

190 98, Tewkesbury Road II

191 OA 2014 excavations – Longford, Neolithic pits, Late Iron Age, double ditched enclosure, re-used in early Roman 

period for pottery kilns making Severn valley ware. Both early and later Roman settlement and field boundaries 

present. Also enclosure seen on aps prior to excavation 

SO 8420/3/177 

SO 8420/1/170

K Welsh Pers. 

Comm.

192 Ridge and furrow seen on aps

200 Number not used

201 Former field boundary measuring c. 6 in width x 0.4 in height (cambered), with flanking ditches c. 1.5 wide x 0.3 in 

depth. The feature appears to end where it meets the north-south probable palaeochannel OA2.  Field boundary seen on 

1799 map.

Walkover

202 Sinuous north-south probable palaeochannel, c.1.6m in width x c. 0.2 deep.  Likely to be remains of dyke seen entering 

the Site on 1799 map..

Walkover

203 Two sinuous north-south palaeochannels to the west of the Wotton Brook. The westernmost measuring c. 1.6m x 0.2m 

in the depth, the easternmost more shallow and difficult to define.  Likely to be the remains of the Wotton Brook before

its line changed in 20th century

Walkover

204 Revetting of the west bank of the Wotton Brook, large stone blocks of unmortared stone. The section is c. 8m in length,

with loose stones in the brook bed.

Walkover

205 Bund or upcast on the west bank of the Wotton Brook, differing in height and width, but up to 1.6m in height up to 10m

long.

Walkover

206 Possible platform, suggested by a kink in the brook bund OA5, now planted with trees and measuring c. 15m x 6 Walkover

207 Plough bank and hedge protected under the Hedgerow regulations as seen on maps pre-dating the Enclosure Acts.  The Walkover
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hedge mostly sits on top of the plough bank. The boundary is unmanaged and  there are old grown out coppice trees at 

its southern end.

208 Cricket Pavilion Walkover

209 Old field boundary marked by a shallow depression c. 1.2m in width x c. 0.25m in depth. Walkover

210 Cropmarks in both in area where drainage and palaeochannels seen during walkover  and to west – probably same as 

recorded in HER as OA 4

RAF/58/447 

5071 

RAF/58/447 

5050 

RAF/58/447 

5048 RAF 30120

23

211 Depressions seen in rough ground in north east of Site – could be part of channel seen on 1799 map.

213 Hedged boundary following stream with only sporadic tree or scrub growth therefore probably not protected under the 

Hedgerow Regulations.

214 Boundary seen on 1799 map pre-dating the Enclosure Acts there falling under the protection of the Hedgerow 

Regulations.  

215 Boundary seen on 1799 map pre-dating Enclosure Acts. Hedge itself is probably not of antiquity but likely to be over 

30 years old.
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Figure 2: Designated heritage assets and conservation areas
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Figure 4: Find spots and archaeological work with negative results
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Figure 5: Enclosure maps of Gloucestershire after G Gwatkin 1799
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Figure 6: Plan of certain estates belonging to Benjamen 
Hycott Esq. in the county of Gloucester 1780
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Figure 7: Ordnance Survey First Edition OS 6 inch 1882
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Historic Imagery supplied by Groundsure
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Figure 8: Detail of site
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Figure 9: Master plan 
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